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Type of organization: Politics, Grassroots, Education The American Freedom Alliance (AFA) is a non-profit organization that, according to its mission statement, promotes, defends and upholds Western values and ideals through sponsored conferences, publications and networking groups. THE AFA acts as a grassroots organizer, hosting
conferences and forming coalitions among like-minded entities and individuals. Its conferences and events are motivated by the goal of educating others on AFA principles. Among the organisation's five main focus areas, it identifies the Islamisation of the West as a threat that [is] of particular concern. In 2016, the AFA hosted a
conference entitled Islam and Western Civilization: Can they Co-exist? The conference featured several keynote speakers from the American Islamophobic Network, including Frank Gaffney, Nonie Darwish and Pamela Geller. The event provided a platform for other figures like Bosch Fawstin, an American cartoonist, and James Simpson,
an economist and journalist who has worked with Gaffney's Center for Security Policy, to also promote Islamophobic sentiment and perpetuate fear and misunderstanding of Islam. Fawstin thanked the religion with Nazism and asked the audience: When I say the words Nazism means peace, what is your reaction? In response to their
laughter, he continued: 'It's my reaction to Islam means peace. Meanwhile, Simpson criticized refugees coming to the U.S., falsely claiming they have an agenda to erase Western culture. During his inaugural address to the 2017 edition of the conference titled From Gold to Dust: The Destruction of California, AFA President Dr. Karen
Siegemund defended his organization's anti-Muslim stance, explaining that the AFA is speaking out against those who give up on women who throw homosexuals out of towers and all the violence that they do to each other and to us. Later in the conference, Lance Izumi of the Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy criticized an antiIslamophobia initiative from the San Diego Unified School District that allowed the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) to provide input into the school board's curriculum aimed at combating Islamophobia and preventing school bullying. AFA has also given honours to Islamophobic actors such as David Horowitz and Geert
Wilders. Horowitz, who is the founder and executive director of the David Horowitz Freedom Center, an identified Islamophobic organization, was honored by the AFA with its Heroes of Conscience award in 2017. The honor, which aims to recognize men and women who work daily to support the values and ideals that have formed the
very cornerstone of our civilization, was also given to Geert Wilders, a Dutch politician known for his Islamophobic rhetoric, in 2009. As a keynote speaker an AFA dinner, Wilders made claims that Islam is not a religion but a totalitarian, dangerous and violent ideology. The AFA's annual conferences often attract local anti-Muslim
politicians as well as mainstream actors, indicating a significant degree of influence within the Californian anti-Muslim network. Recent conferences have included senior Border Patrol agent Christopher Harris, former California Assemblyman Tim Donnelly, and L.A. County Board of Supervisors member Michael Antonovich, among others.
The organization's extensive connection to media and mainstream political networks is evident in belonging to its senior leadership. Among the AFA's board, Chairman Gary Aminoff has held senior positions in numerous Republican organizations, including the Republican Jewish Coalition and the Los Angeles County Republican Central
Committee. He is also a delegate to the California Republican Party. Vice President Michael Greer co-founded the LA-Santa Monica Tea Party. John Hancock, Chief Financial Officer and Senior Fellow, is a co-host of the Unite IE Radio Show. AFA launches our LIBERTY INDEX Initiative The violence, destruction, chaos and general
chaos of our cities and streets are born of hatred and rage that has been deliberately cultivated and instigated in our youth, primarily through our schools. We see the culmination of decades of efforts by Marxist and other leftist groups that have manipulated our history, teaching shame rather than pride in this most unusual nation,
teaching victimhood rather than self-determination, teaching destruction rather than gratitude to those who have created what we are beneficiaries of. Recognizing the power that our education system has and how that power has been harnessed for a hateful agenda, the AFA is launching an initiative to evaluate schools according to a
Liberty Index, creating a resource for parents, society and educators to find schools whose academic and philosophical values match their, and of course, to recognize excellence. You can read more about it here and here. We will be reaching out to our AFA community for your school recommendations, and hope that you will join this
effort to stop the hijacking of our schools. This is the first of many ventures taken by the AFA to grapple with the destruction of education and we are very excited about it. The long march of the Left must be stopped and we are here to do our part. American Freedom Alliance is an impartial non-profit organization that promotes, defends
and upholds Western values and ideals. The Alliance sponsors conferences, publishes opinions, distributes information and sets up networking groups to identify threats to Western civilization and motivate, educate and citizens in support of this case. Sorry, there are no upcoming events 17412 Ventura Blvd., #144, Encino, California,
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denen du die Intention von Seiten besserhehst. Hier erfährst du mehr zu den Person, die seiten verwalten und Beiträge darin posten. All considering The American Freedom Alliance (AFA) claims to be a non-political, non-partisan, movement of concerned Americans who identify threats to Western civilization. [1] AFA is anti-climate
science, anti-evolution and Islamophobic in its outlook. [2] A board member is a former California GOP leader, and the group's legal status has unusual aspects. Actions 2011 June Green hell literary café with Monckton and Milloy What the Greens are really looking for, with increasing success, is to dictate the very parameters of your daily
life – where you can live, what transport you can use, what you can eat, and even how many children you can have. [1] June climate denial, anti-sustainability conference In June 2011 AFA hosted the climate skeptic conference Big Footprint: Is Green the New Tyranny at the UCLA Faculty Center. The speakers on the program were (see
ref. page for more details): [3] The 2009 Creationist film trial against the California Science Center The American Freedom Alliance is perhaps best known for its ongoing trial with the California Science Center over the cancellation of an AFA event to be held at the center in 2009, where it intends to screen a teach in the controversies of
movies called Darwin's Dilemma, which explores the Mystery of the Cambrian Explosion in Fossil Records. At the time, Avi Davis, executive director and senior scientist at the American Freedom Alliance, said: New scientific evidence makes it crucial that we take a closer look at the many inherent scientific problems in Darwinian
evolutionary theory. The AFA has subsequently fought the case because of freedom of expression. [2] Staff from June 2011, staff was:[3] Board of Directors barak lurie, attorney with Lurie &amp; Park Heidi N. Nietert, finance Shawn Steel, Republican National Committee member[4] and former California GOP chair who was instrumental
in efforts to remember California Governor Gray Davis[5] Dr. Robert Hamilton, Santa Monica pediatric physician David Horwatt, IT staffer Avi Davis is Executive Director and Senior Fellow, and Rueben Gordon is Assistant Director. Fellows As of June 2011:[4] About Us Mission page has another Fellows list that lists three: Davis, Spencer,
and Stephen Nonprofit status is odd AFA claim: incorporated in California, 501 (c) (3), the deductible American Freedom Alliance is incorporated into the state of California as a nonprofit public benefit company. It is a non-profit organization under Section 501 (c) 3 of the Internal Revenue Code. Contributions to the AFA are deductible
under Section 170 of the Code. EID 68-0643445. [6] Registered in California (Active, in sec. of State Corporations database) Secretary of State's Business units search shows AFA as active, with unit #C3085842 and an application date in 2008-02-07. ... but not as a charity? (Not registered, on AG Charitable Trust's database) AFA is
located in California, but Calif. Attorney General Registry of Charitable Trusts website shows AFA as not registered[8] Federally: although existing in 2007, still no Form 990s 4 1/2 years later Although afa has sponsored events since at least 2007 [9], [10], Guidestar (which shows AFA's decision date as April 2009) shows no income and
no Form 990 applications to the group. [7] Claim of July 2011: AFA Form 990 submitted under review; but still no 990 in December In a July 2011 email, AFA head Avi Davis said afa had filed its Form 990, but he did not provide a copy saying it was under review. [11] Davis did not respond to subsequent requests for clarification and
additional information,[12] and in early December Guidestar still showed no form 990 for the organization. Funding A contributor is the Fairbrook Foundation AfA's funding is unclear, but tax returns (pdf) for the Fairbrook Foundation - a charitable foundation set up by computing multi-millionaires Aubrey and Joyce Chernick, which support a
wide range of Jewish and pro-Israeli groups - show that the foundation has donated more than $100,000 to the AFA since it was founded in 2007. [2] (In fact, it's more than $200,000, according to Fairbrook's 2008 and 2009 Form 990s on Guidestar: $170,000 in 2008 ([8] or [9]) and $39,500 in 2009.[ 10].) Contact address: 11500 W.
Olympic Blvd., Suite 400 Los Angeles, CA 90064 USA Phone: (310) 444 3085 Fax: (310) 444 3086 Website: www.americanfreedomalliance.org Articles and Resources References ^ American Freedom Alliance Website ^ 2.0 2.1 2.2 Leo Hickman (2011-06-10). Climate sceptics flirt with intelligent design and Islamophobic group - Leo
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